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1 Match 1-5 with a-e. Then complete the chart. 

1 curly--- a eyes 

2 classical 

3 hip-

4 hot and 

5 freezing and 

6 love 

7 blue 

8 action 

b story 

c sunny 

d guitarist 

e hair 

f hop 

g movie 

h snowing 

Physical M . W h M . 
d . t· us1c eat er ov1es 

escnp ions 

4 6 
curly hair 

2 How many more words can you add to the 
categories in the chart in two minutes? 

1 word = What?! 

2 words= OK 

3 words = Good 

4 words = Very good 

5 words = Excellent! 

Grammar 

Simple present and present progressive 

3 Complete the dialogues with the simple 
present or present progressive form of the 
verbs in parentheses. 

1 

A What type of music do you like (you / like)?

B I 1 ______ _  (not like) music, but I like

books. I 2 ______ _  (read) every day.

A What book 3 ____ ___ (you / read) right
now? 

B I 4 
_______ (read) a book by Philip 

Pullman. 

A 5 _______ (he / write) love stories?

B No, he 6 _ __ _ ___ • He 7 ______ _

(write) fantasy stories! 

2 

A Where's Pippa? 8 _______ (she / clean)

her bedroom? 

B No, she 9 _______ . She 
10 _______ (never / clean) her bedroom!
She's in the living room with her friend Alice. 

They 11 
_______ (watch) a movie. 

@ fifty 

3 

A What 12 
_ ______ (you / do) in your free 

time? 

B I'm in a band. I 13 ____ ___ (play) the

guitar. 

A Where 14 _________ (your band /

play)? 

B In my house! We 15 _ ______ (not be)
very good, but we 16 (practice)

every day! 

Possessive pronouns 

4 Complete the sentences with the correct 
possessive pronoun. 

My sister doesn't have an MP3 player, so she 

always uses m-=-'in=e::;___ 

1 Your PlayStation is awesome! Q ___ doesn't 

work! 

2 Whose bag is this? Is it y ___ ? 

3 "Is that Tina's dog?" "No, h ___ is black." 

4 This isn't my math book. M ___ has my 

name in it. 

5 Give this ball to the boys. It's ,___ __ 

6 His name is Joao, and h _ __ is Mercedes. 

Adverbs 

5 Complete the sentences with the adverb form 
of the adjectives in parentheses. 

My dad runs very slowly . (slow) 

1 Adam plays the saxophone _ _ __ _ 

(beautiful) 

2 The children are reading _ _ _ __ . (happy) 

3 I like his books. He writes (good) 

4 He's a great singer, but he acts ____ _ 
(bad) 

5 I can't understand Lola. She speaks 

(fast) 

6 I cook _____ . (terrible) 



Simple past 

6 Look at the picture. Complete the dialogue 

with the simple past form of be. 

Kelly Were 

school? 
you in my class in elementary 

Sam No, I ' ---· I 2 ___ in your brother's
class. 

Kelly That's right. 3 _ __ Adam and Luis in
your class, too? 

Sam Yes, they 4 ___ . And Mrs. Novak
5 _ __ our teacher.

Kelly 6 ___ she a good teacher?

Sam She 7 ___ great! We 8 ___ happy
when she left! 

7 Complete the past time expressions with the 

words in the box. 

ago in last three Wednesday yesterday 

last week 

1 two days 

2 2011 

3 last 

4 morning 

5 weeks ago 

8 Complete the chart. Write the simple past

form of the regular verbs in the correct 

columns. 

double 

consonant 

+ -d + -ed -y + -ied + -ed 

like liked 

1 study 

2 play 

3 stop 

4 love 

5 prefer 

6 cry 

7 want 

9 Write the simple past form of the irregular

verbs. 

win won 7 see 

1 read 8 have 

2 do 9 go 

3 make 10 run 

4 ride 11 say 

5 write 12 meet 

6 speak 

10 Complete the chatroom messages with the 

simple past form of the verbs in parentheses. 

Did you go out last night? (you / go out) 

No, 1 
____ _ 

2 _____ your cousin? (you / see)

Yes, 3 
_____ • We 4 

____ _ 

{eat} pizza. We 5 _____ {watch} a

movie together, too. 

6 _________ ? (what / you / watch}

1 _________ to watch a 
horror movie - Killen (Caitlin / want} 

s ________ good? (it / be) 

9 ________ (Caitlin / enjoy} it.
But I 10 _________ (not like} it. We
11 {have} a good time 
though! 

fifty-one @ 



1@1.so Read and listen Who phones 
Rosie? 
Dad OK. Let's start. Are there any eggs 

in the fridge? 

Rosie Yes, there are, but only a few.
How many eggs do you want? 

Dad Three, please. Is there any milk? 

Rosie Yes, there is, but there isn't much. 

Dad Hmm, how much milk is there? 

Rosie There's about half a liter.

Dad Oh, that's OK. What else? Is there 
any cheese? 

Rosie Yes, there is, but only a little.
There are a lot of tomatoes. 

Dad Perfect! Are you OK, Rosie? 

Rosie No, I'm not. There's a problem
with the band. We don't have a 
singer. 

Dad You're kidding! What about Zac? 

Rosie He left the band last week. He's with
The Misfitz now. And they want me in their 
band, too! 

The telephone rings and Rosie's dad answers. 

Dad It's for you, Rosie. It's Kelly. 

Rosie Kelly? From The Misfitz? Oh no! What do I
do now? 

2 Comprehension Answer the questions. 
What are Rosie and her dad doing? 

He's cooking and Rosie is helping him. 
1 What's the problem with the band?



;J;
b
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Language focus 
3 Dialogue focus Complete the dialogues with the questions in the box. 

Are-there e:ny eggs in the fridge? How many eggs do you want? 
How much milk is there? Is there any cheese? Is there any milk? 

Are there any eggs in the fridge'? 

Rosie Yes, there are, but only a few. 

Rosie Yes, there is, but there isn't much. 

Dad 3 
__________ _ 

Dad Three, please. 

Rosie There's about half a liter. Rosie Yes, there is, but only a little. 

Dad Oh, that's OK. There are a lot of tomatoes. 

4@ 1.51 Listen and check. Listen again and repeat.

5 Focus on you Read the example dialogue. Then write three similar dialogues. 
Use the words and phrases in the box. 

books / in your school bag computers / in your house cousins / in your family 
posters / on your bedroom wall songs / MP3 player 

A How many books are there in your school bag'? 
B There are about three. Are there any books in your school bag'? 
A Yes, there are. There's one.

6 Pairwork Practice the dialogues in exercise 5. a 

fifty-three @ 



l 1 s __ 
l 
17 ----
' 

have breakfast 
have lunch 
have dinner 

@ fifty-four 

Food and drink 

1 @1.s2 Laura is keeping a food journal for a school science project. Label 
the food with the words in the box. Then listen and check. 

apple banana candy carrots cereal cheese chicken chocolate 
cookies egg ham ice cream m+tk orange juice peas 

potato chips potatoes soda tea toast tomato water yogurt 

23 __ _ 

22 

2 Write the foods from exercise 1 in the correct groups. What other 
foods can you add? 
1 fruit and vegetables: apple, ... 
2 dairy products: milk, .. . 
3 meat and fish: ham, .. . 

4 bread and cereal: cereal, ... 

5 drinks: water, ... 
6 other: egg, ... 

3 Write a food journal of the food you ate yesterday. Use the words 
from exercise 1 . 

4 Pairwork Use your food journal. Ask and answer questions about 
your breakfast, lunch, dinner, and snacks yesterday. Did you eat 
the same things? � 
A What did you have for breakfast 

yesterday? 
6 I had coffee, toast, and fruit. What 

about you? 

A I had tea, orange juice, and an egg. 
What did you have for lunch? 

B I had pasta, ham, tomatoes, and a 
banana for lunch. And you? 

(workbook p 28 Extra practice online 
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Countable / Uncountable nouns 

There are three eggs. There's some milk. 

a tomato 

an egg 

Plural 

two tomatoes 

two eggs 

Complete the rules with countable or 
uncountable. 

• You can count countable nouns.
• You can't count '------ nouns.

milk 

pasta 

• 2 ______ nouns have a singular and a
plural form. 

• 3 ______ nouns have a singular form only. 

p.W26

1 Are the nouns countable {q or uncountable {U)?
Write the plural form where possible. 

1 

2 
3 

4 
5 
6 

7 
8 

9 

10 

chicken _U ______ _ 
cookie C cookies 

bread 
egg 
cheese 
rice 
strawberry 
beef 
onion 
sugar 
mushroom 
water 

2 Complete the sentences with food that you 
like and don't like. Remember to use plural 
forms where possible. 

I love �gs, tomatoes, and cheese.

I don't like milk and fish.

1 I love ________________ _ 
2 I like _________________ _ 
3 I don't like ______________ _ 
4 I hate ________________ _ 

3 Tell the class what you like and don't like. 

(workbook p 28 Extra practice online 

some/ any 

There's some bread. There aren't any peas. 

There's an There are There's some

egg. some eggs. bread. 
There isn't an There aren't There isn't

egg. any eggs. any bread. 
Is there an Are there any Is there any 

egg? eggs? bread? 

Complete the rules with some, any, and an. 

• We use a and an with singular countable 
nouns.

• We use '--- and 2 ___ with plural
countable nouns.

• We use 3 ___ and 4 ___ with
uncountable nouns.

• We use 5 ___ in affirmative sentences and 
6 in questions and negative sentences. 

p.W26

4 Complete the sentences and questions with 
a, an, some, or any. 

There's some chocolate in the kitchen. 
1 There's ___ apple on the floor. 
2 There aren't ___ potatoes in my bag. 
3 Is there ___ cookie in my lunchbox? 
4 Are there ___ carrots in the fridge? 
5 There isn't ___ cereal on the table. 

5 Sam is planning a picnic with his mom. Complete 
the dialogue with the words in the box. 

a any are Is there some some there's 

Sam Mom, _a_r_e ___ there any apples? 
Mom Yes, and there are '---- oranges, too. 
Sam OK. 2 ____ any bread?
Mom Yes, there is. And 3 ____ some cheese. 
Sam 

Mom 

Sam 

Mom 

Great. I need 4 ____ tomatoes, too.
I think there's 5 tomato here. 
Are there 6 ____ cookies? 
No, there aren't. You ate them all! 

Plan your own picnic and write a dialogue. 

Use the dialogue in exercise 5 as a model. 

fifty-five @ 



Communication 

Look! 

When we make 

requests or offer 

things, we don't use 

any. We use some. 

Can I have � water;

please? 

Would you like� 

water? 

@ fifty-six

Ordering food and drink 
1@ 1.53 Listen to the dialogues and choose the correct answers. 

Listen again and check. Then listen and repeat. 

A Can I help you? 
B Yes, please. I'll have a baked potato 

with0/ cheese. 
A Is that for here, or to go? 
B It's to go. 
A OK, here you go. Anything else? 
B 1 No, thanks / Yes, please. That's all. 
A OK. That's 2$5.19 / $5.99. 
B Here you go. 
A Thanks. And here's your change. 
B Thanks. 

Learn it, use it! 

You ask 

2 

A What would you like to eat? 
B I'd like a ham and 3cheese / tomato 

sandwich, please. 
A Is that for here, or to go? 
B It's for here, thanks. 
A Fine. 
B Can I have, some 4 water / soda, too? 
A Sparkling, or still? 
B A small bottle of 5still / sparkling 

water, please. 
A OK. That's 6$7.65 / $7.59. 
B Here you go. 
A Great. Thanks. 

You answer 

Can I help you? Yes, please. I'll have ... / I'd like ... / Can I have ... ? 

What would you like to eat / drink? I'd like ... / I'll have ... 
Is that for here, or to go? It's for here. / It's to go. 

Anything else? No, thanks. That's all. / Yes, please. I'd like ... 
Here's your change. Thanks. 

2 @1.54 Listen to the three conversations. Which food and drinks do the people

order? Listen and check. 

�hicken sandwffe a coffee with milk acookie � 
a large soda a small soda 1 a pizza a hamburger 

2 a baked potato tuna cheese sparkling water 

3 @1.54 Listen again and complete the chart.

For here, or to go? 

Example for here 
1 

4 Pairwork Look at the notes. Write two 
dialogues. Use the dialogues in 
exercise 1 as a model. Then practice 
your dialogues. {;l 
A Can I help you'? 
B Yes, please. la like a ... 

Price 

Drde.r t 

e. 

(workbook p.30 
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a lot of I much I many 

Countable Uncountable 

There are a lot of eggs. There's a lot of bread. 

There aren't many eggs. There isn't much bread. 

Are there many eggs? Is there much bread? 

Complete the sentences with A lot of, Much, or 
Many. 

• 1 
____ goes before plural countable 

nouns, and uncountable nouns in affirmative 
sentences. 

• 2 ____ goes before plural countable nouns
in negative sentences and questions. 

• 3 ____ goes before uncountable nouns in
negative sentences and questions. 

Complete the table with a lot of, much, or many. 

Plural countable Uncountable 

+ 
4 6 

- I?
5 7 

p.W26

1 Complete the sentences with a lot of, much, or 
many. 

Do we have much oil?
1 I don't drink _ ___ coffee. 

2 We always buy ____ cheese. 

3 Nick doesn't eat vegetables. 

4 Are there ____ strawberries in the garden? 

5 Do we need chicken for this recipe? 

How much ... ? I How many ... ? 

How many apples are 
there? 

Complete the rules with countable and 
uncountable. 

How much ... ? + '------ nouns. 

How many ... ? + plural 2 nouns. 

p.W27

(workbook pp.28-29 Extra practice 

2 Complete the questions with How much or How
many and the words in the box. 

bread languages money people rooms st::tg8I' 

_H_o_w_m_ u_c_h_s_u
..,
g'-a_r __ does Jake put in his coffee?

1 _________ are there in the class? 

2 _________ do you eat every day? 

3 are there in the house? 

4 do you have? 

5 do you speak? 

a little I a few 

a few = not many 

There are a few lemons. 

There aren't many lemons. 

a little = not nu:h 

She needs a little butter. 

She doesn't need nu:h 
3 Rewrite the sentences in the 

affirmative form. Use a little or a few. 

We don't have many apples. We have a few apples. 
There isn't much coffee. There's a little coffee.

1 There isn't much cheese. 

2 Dad didn't cook many carrots. 

3 I don't want many cookies. 

4 We don't have much coffee. 

5 She didn't make many sandwiches. 

4 Complete the dialogue with the words in the box. 

a few a little 
how much 

a lot of any ho .. many 
many much some 

Lucia How many onions are there?

Jorge There are 1 ____ • But not 2 ___ _
Only two or three. 

Lucia OK. And 3 _____ milk do we have?

Jorge Oh, not 4 
____ , But there are 

5 
____ potatoes. About 20 of them! 

Lucia Well, that's OK. I only need 6 ____ milk.
But I need butter. Do we have 7 ____ ?

Jorge Yes, I'm sure there's 8 ____ in the fridge.

food. Write a question for each item with 
How much or How many. Answer the 
questions with a lot of I much I many I

a little I a few. 

How much chocolate do you eat every day? 

I don't eat much - only a little. 

fifty-seven @ 
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Countable / Uncountable 

nouns 

. . . 

Plural 
Uncountable 
Singular only 

an egg 

a book 

eggs 

books 

milk 

water 

1 We use countable nouns to describe things we 
can count. Countable nouns can be singular or 
plural. 
a pen - (five) pens 

2 We can use a I an with singular countable nouns 
in affirmative and negative sentences. 
I have a book, but I don't have a pen. 

3 We use uncountable nouns to describe things 
we cannot count. Uncountable nouns can only 
be singular. 
bread NOT a bread, two breads 

4 Expressions such as a carton of, a bottle of, 

a glass of, etc. make uncountable nouns 
countable. 
milk (= uncountable) 
BUT a carton of milk / three cartons of milk 
(= countable) 

some/ any 
Countable Uncountable 

Affirmative 

There are some eggs. There is some milk. 

Negative 

There aren't any eggs. There isn't any milk._ 

Questions 

1 We can use some with plural countable 
nouns and uncountable nouns. We use some 

in affirmative sentences. 
We have some milk. 
I bought some apples at the market. 

2 We use any with plural countable nouns and 
uncountable nouns. We use any. 

in negative sentences. 
I didn't buy any bananas. 
I didn't buy any milk. 

in questions. 
Did you buy any bananas? 
Did you buy any milk? 

3 We use some with polite requests and offers. 
Can I have ... ? or Would you like ... ?
Can I have some juice, please? 
Would you like some cheese? 

a lot of I much I many 
Countable Uncountable 

Af firmative 

There are a lot of eggs. There is a lot of cheese. 

Negative 
- ----- --

There aren't many eggs. There isn't much cheese.

Questions 
- - -�,.... 

---

Are there many eggs? Is there much cheese? 

1 A lot of, much, and many are all expressions 
which mean "a large quantity". 

2 We use a lot of in affirmative sentences. We use 
a lot of with plural countable and uncountable 
nouns. 
There are a lot of students in my school. 
I bought a lot of paper. 

3 We use much in negative sentences and 
questions. We use much with uncountable nouns. 
I don't have much time. 
Do you do much sport at school? 

4 We use many in negative sentences and 
questions. We use many with plural countable 
nouns. 
I don't have many DVDs. 
Do you have many friends? 

0tudent Book pp.55, 57 



How much ... ? I How many ... ? 

1 We use How much ... ? and How many ... ? to 
ask about quantities. 

2 We use How much ... ? to ask about 
uncount able nouns. 
How much coffee do we have? 

3 We use How many ... ? to ask about plural 
countable nouns. 
How many children are there? 

a little I a few 

1 A little and a few are expressions which mean 
"a small quantity". 

2 We use a little with uncount able nouns. 
I have a little sugar in my coffee. 

3 A little means the same as not much.

There's a little milk in the cup. 
There isn't much milk in the cup. 

4 We use a few with plural count able nouns. 
There are a few CDs on the table. 

5 A few means the same as not many.

I know a few foreign students. 
I don't know many foreign students. 

0tudent Book p.57 

Summary chart: 
---------------------

Exp ressions of quant i ty 

We can use these with countable nouns: 
a I an, some I any, How many ... ?, a lot of,
many, a few. 

We can use these with uncountable nouns:
some/ any, How much •.. ?, a lot of, much,
a little. 

Word list 

Review the Vocabulary. Write your own study 
notes (or translation) for -ch word. 

Food and drink 
apple _______________ _ 
banana 
candy 

carro3 ________________ _ 
cereal 
cheese 
chicken _______________ _ 
chocolate _______________ _ 
cookies _______________ _ 
egg 
ham _________________ _ 
ice cream _______________ _ 
milk _________________ _ 
orange juice 
peas------------------

potato chips ______________ _ 
potatoes _______________ _ 
soda _________________ _ 
tea _________________ _ 
toast 

tomato ________________ _ 
water ________________ _ 
yogurt ________________ _ 
Check it out! 
What else? ______________ _ 
You're kidding! 
Learn it, use it!

Can I help you? ___________ _ 
Yes, please. I'll have ... / I'd like ... / Can I have ... 7 

What would you like to eat / drink? _____ _ 

I'd like ... / I'll have ... 
Is that for here, or to go? ________ _ 
It's for here. / It's to go. / Anything else? ___ _ 

No, thanks. That's all. __________ _ 
Yes, please. 
I'd like ... 
Here's your change. ___________ _ 
Thanks.---------------

�tuclent Book pp.54, 52, 56 



Vocabulary 
Food and drink 

1 Circle the incorrect word in each group.

orange juice � water tea 
1 ice cream carrots potato peas 
2 candy chocolate tomato cookies 
3 apple orange banana toast 
4 milk yogurt cheese potato chips 
5 soda tea chocolate orange juice 

2 Complete the word puzzle. What is the 

mystery food? 

� 

y--- 6 

-
� 

1M 
7 

I 
3 4 

L 

K 

'--- - '---

-

-

1 This drink comes from a cow. 
2 This meat comes from a bird. 
3 This comes from a chicken. 
4 You eat it for breakfast with milk. 
5 It's plain, or with fruit. 
6 It's yellow and you put it on pasta. 
7 This drink doesn't have a color. 
8 It's a popular meat on a pizza. 
Mystery food: _______ _ 

Grammar 
Countable/ Uncountable nouns 

3 Complete the chart with the words in the box.
Write the plurals. 

apple carrot cereal cheese cookie 
egg ham orange Juice potato 

toast tomato water 

2 7 12 

3 13 

4 14 

5 10 15 
------

some I any 

4 Choose the correct answer.

There's9/ any milk in the fridge. 
1 I had some / a orange juice for breakfast. 
2 Can I have some / a water, please? 
3 There's an / some apple in my bag. 
4 There weren't any/ a tomatoes in the store. 
5 Did you eat any / a toast for breakfast? 
6 I ate a / some banana before the game. 

a lot of I much I many 

5 Complete the dialogues with a lot of, much,

and many.

A Is there much sugar in this soda? 
B Yes, there is. There's a lot of sugar. 
1 
A Did you buy 1 

____ bananas? 
B No, I didn't. There weren't any. I 

bought 2 
____ oranges and potatoes. 

2 

A Is there 3 
____ orange juice in the fridge? 

B No, there isn't. We don't drink 4 
____ juice, 

but my sister drinks 5 
____ soda. 

3 

A Were there 6 
____ vegetarian options on the 

menu? 
B Yes, there were. There were 7 

___ _ 

vegetarian pizzas. 
4 
A Did you make 8 

____ cookies? 
B Yes, I did, but I didn't make 9 

____ chocolate 
cookies. 

0tudent Book pp.54-55, 57 Extra practice online 



Visit Mount Rushmore! 

Visit Mount Rushmore, the most unusual monument in the 
U.S., and see the faces of four of our greatest presidents:
George Washington (1732-1799), Thomas Jefferson (1743-
1809), Abraham Lincoln (1809-1865), and Theodore Roosevelt
(1858-1919). Each face is eighteen meters high, and they're the
largest group of sculptures in the world!

The Mount Rushmore sculptures were the idea of a man called 
Doane Robinson in the early 1900s. The area around Mount 
Rushmore was very poor, and Robinson wanted to attract 
tourists to the region. Although at first he didn't know what 
kind of sculptures to build there, politicians in Washington 
agreed to create a memorial to four presidents from the first 
150 years of U.S. history. But which four presidents were the 
best choice? The politicians had a lot of different opinions. 
However, the sculptor for the project, Gutzon Borglum, made 
the final decision. 

Reading 

1 Read the article. Then answer the questions. 

Which presidents can you see at the Mount 

Rushmore monument? 
You can see George Washington, 

Thomas Jefferson, Abraham Lincoln, and 

Theodore Roosevelt. 

1 What world record do the sculptures have? 

2 Who wanted to build sculptures in the area? 

3 Why did the area around Mount Rushmore need 

tourism? 

4 Who created the sculptures? 

5 How long did it take to create them? 

6 How many people helped them? 

7 How many tourists now visit the Mount 

Rushmore monument every year? 

0tudent Book pp.86-87 Extra practice online 

Gutzon Borglum and his son created the Mount 
Rushmore sculptures between 1927 and 1941. 
Although they had about 400 local workers to 
help them, it was still one of the biggest and 
most difficult construction jobs in U.S. history. 
It was also one of the most dangerous. Amazingly, 
nobody died. 

Today, the monument is one of the most popular 
tourist attractions in the U.S. and has more than 
two million visitors every year! 

Writing 

2 Read the factfile. Then write a review of the 
Grand Canyon Skywalk for a travel website. 

Remember to use however and although. 

The Grand Canyon Skywalk 

Where is it? 
the Grand Canyon, Arizona 

What is it? 
a glass walkway over the 
deepest canyon in the world 

What is special about it? 
highest walkway in the world / 
can walk on it I look down at the canyon I one of the biggest tourist 
attractions in the south-west of America 

How high is it? 
1,200 meters above floor of the Grand Canyon 

How wide is it? 
3.1 meters wide 

What is the walkway like? 
looks pretty thin / very strong / exciting experience 

Who built it? 
the Hualapai Native American people (2006) 

Why are some of the Hualapai unhappy about It? 
built on an area of special ground for the Hualapai people 

How can you get there? 
nearest airport Grand Canyon West airport I at the moment very bad 
road to the Skywalk 



Word list 
""' . - /. 

Unit 5 

Food and drink 

apple /' rep I/ 
banana /ba'nrena/ 
candy /' krendi/ 
carrots /' krerat s/ 
cereal /'s1rial/ 
cheese /tfiz/ 
chicken /'tf:bn/ 
chocolate /'tfoklat/ 
cookies /'kukiz/ 
egg leg! 

ham /hrem/ 
ice cream /'a1s krim/ 
milk /milk/ 
orange juice /'ormd3 d3us/ 
peas /piz/ 
potato chips /pa'teI!OU tf1ps/ 
potatoes /pa'te1!ouz/ 
soda /' souda/ 
tea It ii 
toast /toust/ 
tomato /ta'me1!ou/ 
water /' w:,! ar/ 
yogurt /'yougart/ 

Other nouns 

baked potato /be1kt pa'te1!a/ 
beef /bif/ 
butter /'bA! ar/ 
change /t femd3/ 
coffee /' kofi/ 
company /'kAmpani/ 
farm /form/ 
fat /fret/ 
fresh /frc f I 
full /fut/ 
job /d3ob/ 
ketchup /' kct f ap/ 
lemon /'lcman/ 
liter /'litar/ 
lunchbox /'IAntJboks/ 
meat /mit/ 
mushroom /'mAfrum/ 
mustard /'mAstard/ 
oil /:,11/ 
onion /' Anyan/ 
portion /'p:,rfn/ 
recipe /' rcsapi/ 
rice /ra1s/ 
salt /s:,lt/ 
sandwich /'srenwitf/ 
sparkling /'sporkl11J/ 
strawberry /'str:ibcri/ 
still /st II/ 
sugar /'Jugar/ 
tuna /'tuna/ 
vegetable /'vcd3tabl/ 
vending machine /'vend11J 

mafin/ 

Adverbs 

surprisingly /sar'pra1z1l)li/ 

eighty 

Unit 6 

Transportation 

airplane /'crplem/ 
bicycle /'ba1s1kl/ 
bike /ba1k/ 
boat /bout/ 
bus lbAsl 
car /kor/ 
helicopter /'hdakopt ar/ 
motorcycle /'moo!arsa1kl/ 
subway /'sAbwe1/ 
taxi /'treksi/ 
train /t rem/ 
truck /tr A k/ 

Other nouns 

bus stop /'bAs stop/ 
competition /kompa'tlfn/ 
coast /koust/ 
decision /d1's13n/ 
expert /'ckspart/ 
extract /'ckstrrekt/ 
gym /d31m/ 
invitation /mva'te1Jn/ 
judge /d3Ad3/ 
part /port/ 
poverty /'povaqi/ 
ride /raid/ 
shopping mall /'Jop11) m:,1/ 
zoo /zu/ 

Verbs 

babysit /'be1bis1t/ 
bring /bnl)/ 
help /help/ 
refuse /n 'fyuz/ 
worry /'wari/ 

Adjectives 

comfortable /' kAmft ::irbl/ 

Adverbs 

rarely /'rcrli/ 

Review C 

Nouns 

audition /:i'd1Jn/ 
sky /skat/ 
wheel /will 

Culture club C 

Nouns 

contestant /kan'tcstant/ 
dessert /d1 'zart/ 
dish /d1J/ 
episode /'cpasoud/ 
judge /d3Ad3/ 
level /'lcvl/ 
praise /pre1z/ 
result /n'zAltl 
seafood /'sifud/ 
series /'siriz/ 
snack store /'snrek st:,r/ 

Verbs 

attract /::i't rrekt/ 
invent /m'vcnt/ 

Adjectives 

complicated /'kompbke1!ad/ 

Unit 7 

Geography 

continent /'kontanant/ 
country /'kAntri/ 
desert /'dcz::irt/ 
island /'ail::ind/ 
lake /le,k/ 
mountain /'mauntn/ 
ocean /'ouJn/ 
river /'nv::ir/ 
sea /si/ 
volcano /vol'kemou/ 

Other nouns 

appearance /a'p1rans/ 
crust /kr Ast/ 
eruption Ii 'rApfn/ 
highlands /'ha1landz/ 
Iceland /'a1sl::ind/ 
mantle /'mrentl/ 
Patagonia /pre!a'gounia/ 
personality /pars a' nrela! i/ 
pressure /'prcfar/ 

Verbs 

cause /k:,z/ 
erupt h 'rnpt/ 
expand /ik'sprend/ 
increase /m'kris/ 
melt /melt/ 
shrink /Jnl)k/ 
spend /spend/ 

Adjectives 

complicated /'komplake1!ad/ 
strong /str:il)/ 
volcanic /vol'krenik/ 

Adverbs 

direct /da'rckt/ 

Unit 8 

Feelings and emotions 

angry /'rel)gri/ 
annoyed /::i'n:,1d/ 
bored /b:,rd/ 
confident /'konfadant/ 
embarrassed /im'brerast/ 
excited /ik'sa1!ad/ 
fed up /fed' A p/ 
frightened /'fra1tnd/ 
happy /'hrepi/ 
nervous /'narvas/ 
proud /praud/ 
sad /sred/ 

Nouns 

culture /'kAltf::ir/ 
date /de1t/ 
dolphin /'dolfan/ 
elevator /'d::ive1!::ir/ 
idiot /' ,diat/ 
inhabitant /m'hreba!ant/ 
joke /d3ouk/ 
kangaroo /krel)ga'ru/ 
lifestyle /'la1fstail/ 
message /'mcs1d3/ 
millimeter /'m1l::imi!::ir/ 
moment /'moomant/ 

Verbs 

miss /m1s/ 
weigh /we1/ 

Adjectives 

attractive /a'trrekt 1v/ 
crazy /'kre1zi/ 
old-fashioned /ould 'freJnd/ 

Review D 

Nouns 

audition /:,'d1Jn/ 
hospital /'hasp1!1/ 
noise /n:,1z/ 
whale /weII/ 

Culture club D 

Nouns 

expression /ik'sprcfn/ 
gurning /'garn11)/ 
natural world /'nretfral warld/ 
olive oil /'ahv :,11/ 
record holder /'rckard houldar/ 

Verbs 

demonstrate /'dcmanstre1t/ 

Adjectives 

best-selling /best 'sehl)/ 
current /'karant/ 
rich /ntf/ 
strange /st remd3/ 

Adverbs 

definitely /'dcfanatli/ 

Curriculum extra C 

Nouns 

astronaut /'restr;rn:,t/ 
enemy /'cnami/ 
fuel /'fyual/ 
movement /'muvmant/ 
passenger /'presand3ar/ 
pilot /'pailat/ 
soldier /'sould3ar/ 
space /spe,s/ 
wing /w11)/ 

Adjectives 

sophisticated /sa'f1stake1!ad/ 

Curriculum extra D 

Nouns 

host /houst/ 
plate /ple1t/ 
sole /soul/ 
sufficient /sa'f1Jnt/ 

Verbs 

blow /blou/ 
bow /bau/ 

Adjectives 

acceptable /ak'scptabl/ 
behavior /b1'he1vyar/ 
customs /'kAstamz/ 



Irregular verbs 

Base form Simple past 

be was/ were 

become became 

begin began 

bite bit 

blow blew 

break broke 

bring brought 

build built 

burn burned, burnt 

buy bought 

catch caught 

choose chose 

come came 

cost cost 

cut cut 

do did 

draw drew 

drink drank 

drive drove 

eat ate 

fall fell 

feed fed 

feel felt 

fight fought 

find found 

fly flew 

forget forgot 

forgive forgave 

get got 

give gave 

go went 

grow grew 

have had 

hear heard 

hit hit 

hold held 

hurt hurt 

keep kept 

know knew 

learn learned, learnt 

leave left 

Base form Simple past 

let let 

lose lost 

make made 

mean meant 

meet met 

pay paid 

put put 

read /rid/ read /red/ 

ride rode 

ring rang 

run ran 

say said 

see saw 

sell sold 

send sent 

set set 

shine shone 

show showed 

shut shut 

sing sang 

sit sat 

sleep slept 

smell smelled, smelt 

speak spoke 

spell spelled, spelt 

spend spent 

spin spun 

spread spread 

stand stood 

steal stole 

swim swam 

take took 

teach taught 

tell told 

think thought 

throw threw 

understand understood 

wake woke 

wear wore 

win won 

write wrote 
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